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FOOD FIGHT is the first book in a new romantic comedy duology. Each book in the Strip Mall series

contains two separate stories from the same universe. No cliffhangers... just a lot of laughs and

some really hot sex!BANANAS AND DONUTS: It's a food fight of epic proportions when this

not-so-sweet baker gets her hands on a gorgeous grocer's goods. BAGELS AND BRATS: A buff

butcher bites off more than he can chew when he "meats" the vegan vixen next door. *Intended for

immature audiences 18+
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These are two hilarious short reads and little dirty but funny! One story is about a baker and the guy

next door the hate each other or do they and the other is a butcher and a vegan! These two authors

teamed together and wrote a hilarious erotic comedy and I loved it!!!

If you're looking for a highly entertaining and erotic read full of witty puns and perfectly timed humor,

look no further!



Omg, y'all are sooooo dirty! I love it!!! I laughed out loud multiple times during both parts of the

book.

4.5 starsBananas and Donuts by T. TorridTalk about hot...and I'm not referring to the donuts. This

duo is blazing. Hot, steamy and leaves you panting for more. (Or B.O.B.)The temp may be steady in

the ovens of this bakery but these two clash and cause a rapid increase... (get it rapid increase...the

dough to rise...)I am hooked on this series with just the first story in the first duology. I also know to

be prepared for the heat. Hot Damn!Bagels and Brats by Heather OhhhSeriously a study in the

ridiculous...As a vegetarian with a sense of humor, it's my duty this is freaking funny and hot as

tofu...(The shirt is priceless).I love the wildly inappropriate shirts and comments. How can you not

stop chuckling!? Don't get me wrong though Bagels and Brats has all the "filler" too. Just watch out

because they like to "slip the meat" references everywhere. Lol, I'm still chuckling. Sexy and funny

make the best kind of fun.Oh and best home made movie ever....well the lines were classic at

least.Reviewed for Naughty Book Blog

Review on Bananas & Donuts by T. TorridBananas and Donuts was full of laughter, innuendos and

lots of sexual tension. From the first chapter I was almost in tears with the nicknames Stefanie and

Jesse were calling each other. The pent up anger definitely had some lust infused.Stefanie Keefe

owns a bakery in Rimmer, Pennsylvania which happens to be right next door to Jesse

MillerÃ¢Â€Â™s market. The two hate each other. Or so it may seem. Until one day the sexual

tension is way too much and finally it happens. They decided to be beneficial. Just some hot blow

off some steam fun. Nothing serious.Except every time they do the dirty their walls are being torn

down until maybe theyÃ¢Â€Â™ve been blind all along about their Ã¢Â€ÂœhateÃ¢Â€Â• for each other

and maybe it was just a cover up for something else.Review on Bagels & Brats by Heather

OhhhJust like Bananas and Donuts, Bagels & Brats is fast paced and a quick read. Unlike the first

half in a females point of view we get to read the males story in a different situation.Peter

JohnsonÃ¢Â€Â™s family are butchers and Pete finally has his own location, right next to a vegan

store. Valerie Cooter the Vegan is definitely in his site even if he is warned by her and her boss to

stay away. Yet Johnson canÃ¢Â€Â™t help but think with his Johnson and want ValÃ¢Â€Â™s

vulumpcious vegan cooter. (Thought I was going to use the V word there huh) So many crude and

hilarious innuendos that are used in this book that are quite funny or puny  which are my

favorite Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â€All and all I recommend this laugh out loud, very steamy and fast paced book!



Both authors know how to write a quick and to the point book and I loved it.

Hysterically funny and flirty stories! I don't think I've read these two authors original books but I wish

I had. These alter egos are two I will definitely be reading more of when they write more.Each story

was completely opposites attract but funny also. With a title like Food Fight, you have no idea where

the stories might take you but these were worth it.2 Hot, funny, flirty stories in one!I received this

ARC provided by the author/ publisher in exchange for an unbiased opinion. No type of

compensation was made. There is no relationship/affiliation between the reviewer and the

author/publisher.

So, this is my first read by either of these authors and I must say that I really enjoyed it. If you are in

the mood for a quick read and a few laughs, I would totally recommend Food Fight. I believe that

this installment is the beginning of something quite good, but my only complaint is I wanted

moreÃ°ÂŸÂ˜Â£Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â”.Bananas and Donuts:Stephanie Mazo Keefe is a divorcee that has moved

to Pennsylvania for a fresh start, determined to make her bakery a success, and she doesn't need a

man to tell her anything. Especially that smarmy, manwhore that thinks he's God's gift, Jesse

Miller.Jesse runs a fruit market next door to Stephanie and thinks that she is uptight and takes

everything too serious and needs to loosen up. With almost every conversation they go toe-to-toe

with one another, but the tension soon turns sexual. Soon, they give into the tension between them

and let loose in the sheets, but will this change things between them or not?Bagels and Brats:Peter

Johnson is in Pennsylvania for a fresh start after being caught cheating on his first girlfriend and her

father turning his once pristine reputation into minced meat. So, he's off with his BFF, Jerome, to

start hois own butcher shop.Valerie Cooter works in the vegan bagel shop next to Peter, but she is

not impressed with the accidental meat delivery she is taking over to Peter's shop. Peter is instantly

attracted, but Valerie thwarts his obvious and crass flirting. Is there any way he can convince this

devout vegan to take his meat?** I voluntarily read an advanced review copy of this book in

exchange for an honest review **
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